Discussion on project output and satisfaction evaluation of public expenditure and budget performance evaluation of urban public green space maintenance based on AHP
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Abstract. City green space can improve the ecological environment, beautify the city, improve the city's image and taste, the landscape construction of the city's local government as an important task, how to evaluate the public green maintenance expenditure, with the objective of practical significance.

Judging from the actual situation, the evaluation of the quality and effectiveness of public green space maintenance is not reasonable, and this evaluation mechanism does not allow the "customer" to participate. On the basis of drawing on the existing research results, this paper combines the cost benefit method and factor analysis method based on AHP. The balance between the focus on financial investment and maintenance effect so as to explore the different standard of maintenance funds can ensure seedling growth, maintain good landscape effect of project output, can obtain better satisfaction etc.

Introduction

(1) The rapid expansion of urban public green space

With the development of social economy and the increase of population, the living environment is becoming worse and worse. Governments around the city garden construction as an important task, and vigorously carry out the creation of garden style, garden type eco city and other special activities. The area of urban public green space is expanding, and the maintenance task is increasing rapidly.

(2) The particularity of urban green space maintenance;

There are essential differences between landscaping and other projects. Conservation is a long and complex systematic project, [1]. The construction and management of city public space mostly rely on government financial support, to further improve the level of urban public green space maintenance and quality, Shanghai from 2006 began to try the operation of the market reform of urban public green maintenance management, and achieved certain results. But many city public green maintenance implementation of "separation of management and maintenance" mode, is a focus on investment funds "process management", while ignoring the "money effect" results management; the second is the competent department in charge of internal evaluation. The right to evaluate is in the hands of the maintenance authorities and belongs to "internal evaluation", which does not allow the "customer" to participate. The performance evaluation of the special subsidy for afforestation and maintenance is the key to solve this problem.

(3) The importance of project output and satisfaction evaluation to performance evaluation

In the performance evaluation on project output and public satisfaction evaluation is an important part of city green space maintenance financial performance management, "a concept embodied the three" [2] oriented management theory, "customer service" theory, but also improve the city public green maintenance level tube effective path; case study in this paper the weights of evaluation
indexes, the values shown in Table 1-1 also validates the importance evaluation of project output and satisfaction on performance.

**Research status**

Maintenance of green spaces is one of the billions of dollars in public spending. In 1906, Bruere et al established Municipal Research Bureau in the United States, began to study the performance evaluation of government, creating a precedent for the public sector performance evaluation 3, after 100 years of development, has formed a lot of valuable experience, such as construction based on multi subject system dominated by the government of 360 degree performance appraisal method, in order to improve customer satisfaction the pursuit of value, praised the performance management of the "3E" model, focusing on the use of KPI to design the performance evaluation index system, the balanced scorecard has been widely used 4. In China, scholars Xu Yixin, Lu static 5, 6, Xu Chenyang, Wang Huamei 7, Zhu Zhigang 8, explored 9 of public fiscal expenditure performance evaluation index system and the principle of hierarchy, etc.. Ma Guoxian put forward the "performance management view on" 10, Ouyang Huasheng with an example of city road maintenance funds performance evaluation, 11, 12 etc.. In June 22, 2009, the Ministry of Finance promulgated the Interim Measures for the performance evaluation of fiscal expenditure, which was used to standardize and guide the performance evaluation of local finance [13]. Subsequently, Zhejiang and Shanghai districts began to evaluate the performance of public expenditure. These theories and practice research are beneficial exploration of performance evaluation management, and provide theoretical support for this study.

As for public green space studies, as of 2017, there were more than 10000 records in china. These studies are mainly from the perspective of landscape planning and design, ecology, conservation issues, land use, research on performance evaluation of government investment of public green space maintenance is relatively small: in 2010 Jia Hu, a case study of Shanghai city landscape greening in government investment projects performance evaluation system is studied, although there is some reference value, but in green conservation performance evaluation has many difficulties in the actual operation. In 2010, Chen Yujie pointed out the specific content of the performance evaluation index system of urban green construction expenditure [14]. In 2015, Tang Zilai, Gu Shu on the social performance evaluation from 15 regional equity to social justice in Shanghai city public green space distribution. In 2016, Yang Huaiyu built a government investment project performance evaluation index system based on the practice of garden greening in Guangzhou University city. [16]. These studies are targeted, but mainly from the perspective of construction, green maintenance expenditure performance evaluation is difficult to apply.

At present, domestic scholars have not a balance between fiscal expenditure budget and green conservation effect for research, for green space maintenance, there is a lack of good service, to provide green maintenance funds can improve the ecological and landscape maintenance projects such as seedling output, in-depth research can make users satisfied with the. Too little maintenance input will slow down the existing green landscape resources; excessive input will lead to waste of financial and tax resources. Therefore, performance budgeting and evaluation index, project output and user satisfaction, cost and benefit analysis of the financial expenditure of maintenance funds can be better, improve the regulatory level of government departments on greening maintenance funds, to guide the work of garden workers, the results of the project will have very important practical application value.

**The process of research [12]**

**Evaluation methods and basic indicators system**

In June 22, 2009, the Ministry of Finance issued the "Interim Measures for the management of financial expenditure performance evaluation" (FB [2009]76) [17] is put forward to analyze the cost benefit analysis method, comparison method, factor method, minimum cost by four methods. This paper expounds the city public green maintenance budget and fiscal expenditure performance
evaluation reference Ouyang Huasheng with research methods of performance evaluation example of maintenance funds of City Road, the cost-benefit method and factor analysis method, combined with the practice of public green maintenance expenditure and budget performance evaluation in a district of the city, through the collection of the evaluation index the data and standards, and conduct social surveys, based on AHP, experts discussed evaluation factors and weight assignment, get the specific evaluation results.

The index system consists of input management, process management, project output, satisfaction, 4 first level indicators, 11 two level indicators and 21 three level indicators.

**Based on AHP, to determine the index weight**

The determination of the index weight is very important in the performance evaluation index system. On the basis of Delphy Fa, this study uses AHP to do consistency test, and finally determine the weight of the index. Through the questionnaire survey of 10 experts, the relative importance of each index is determined to determine the weight of the index. In the full understanding of the analytic hierarchy process based on AHP software AHP model is established according to the index system, and then check the correctness of the model, and establishes a hierarchical structure to complete the steps that have been completed by AHP.

The second step is the calculation of the weights among the different levels. The importance of each element comparison value mainly adopts simulation of Delphi method, the expert "back-to-back" average and summary views. On the basis of generating hierarchical model chart, the index system of urban public green space maintenance performance evaluation index is established and the weight assessment questionnaire is derived. Hand over the questionnaire to 10 experts at the same time. After the arithmetic average of the result, the comparison of the importance of different factors at the same level is obtained. The value of input level analysis software, because of the importance of software is just 1 - 9 integer values between, if there is a decimal to four pieces of five entry into the way comparison value, then consistency verification.

**The establishment of evaluation system (Table 1.1)**

Through the study of the above indicators, it is found that the output and satisfaction of urban public green space are individual indicators, and there are many differences with other financial performance evaluation, this paper focuses on this part. Table 1 neglected input management and process management two, three indicators.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First level index</th>
<th>Two level index</th>
<th>Three level index</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Index Interpretation</th>
<th>Scoring standard</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A input management</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td>common measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B input management</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td>common measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C project output</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Personalit y index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C1 maintenance completed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C11 lawn mowing conservation plan completion rate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Comprehensive evaluation according to relevant management system, work plan and assessment</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C12 flowering shrubs pruning plan completion rate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Comprehensive evaluation according to relevant management system, work plan and assessment</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C13 pruning rate of roadside trees; completion rate</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Comprehensive evaluation according to relevant management system, work plan and assessment</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C14 the reasonable level of maintenance standards</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>The matching degree between the maintenance standards and the classification standards of Shanghai landscaping made by the Municipal Greening Administration</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C2 maintenance technical index status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C21 scenic spots and scenic road preservation rate</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Comprehensive assessment of the existing landscape road number / original landscape road number, the number of existing scenic spots / the original number of beautiful attractions</td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C22, green landscape, good rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C23 roadside tree survival rate</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ellipsis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the relevant management system and evaluation standard for evaluation of the comprehensive evaluation, the public green area assessment (landscape, plant growth, maintenance and management, the green quantity) a total of 100 points, the score included in the assessment of green accounting for 85% of the number of green space more than 85 points.
Evaluation system specification

Questionnaire survey was used to investigate social satisfaction. On the green landscape, green conservation, trees, lawns, flowers and shrubs beauty pruning, green conservation work group civilization opinions and suggestions 6 maintenance questionnaire, the sample number 500, take on their green coefficients were randomly sampled at one or two, three green green area proportion accounted for dependency maintenance. Calculation of the proportion of green, 26.7%, two green 40%, three green 33.3%, in order to facilitate the operation, according to a level of green space sampling 25%, two green space sampling, 40%, three green sampling 35% sampling.

Evaluation results

The use of standards developed by the project and the evaluation index system and grading expert demonstration, through data collection, questionnaire survey and interviews, the objective evaluation of Shanghai city a territorial public green financial expenditure performance, the final score results: the total score is 83 points, the performance rating is "good". Found that the public green space
maintenance funds are relatively low, green maintenance, especially the classification of street trees maintenance level is single, the implementation of cleaning inspection system is not perfect, resulting in green space environment destroyed several problems.

The evaluation conclusion can reflect the performance of public green space in the year of evaluation, and the index system is scientific and worth popularizing.

**Conclusion**

Based on the AHP, the evaluation of the index weight and the development of the scoring rules are adopted to reduce the randomness of the evaluation. Through concrete examples, the scientific and rational of performance budget theory system is analyzed and validated.

The introduction of performance management concept of "customer", "customer service", make public satisfaction, public participation in the evaluation of financial performance evaluation, the change of public green space maintenance quality and effect of the power in the hands of the maintenance department, the traditional model of "internal evaluation".

Due to the particularity of time, data, research methods and performance evaluation, as well as the limitation of research level, there are still many aspects that need to be improved in future research.
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